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Abstract: Localization is an important aspect in the field of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) that has developed significant research interest among academia and research community. Wireless sensor network is formed by a large number of tiny, low energy, limited processing capability and low-cost sensors that communicate with each other in ad-hoc fashion. The task of determining physical coordinates of sensor nodes in WSNs is known as localization or positioning and is a key factor in today’s communication systems to estimate the place of origin of events. As the requirement of the positioning accuracy for different applications varies, different localization methods are used in different applications and there are several challenges in some special scenarios such as forest fire detection. In this paper, we survey different measurement techniques and strategies for range based and range free localization with an emphasis on the latter. Further, we discuss different localization-based applications, where the estimation of the location information is crucial. Finally, a comprehensive discussion of the challenges such as accuracy, cost, complexity, and scalability are given.
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1. Introduction

In the future generation of communications networks, real-time localization and position-based services are required that are accurate, low cost, energy efficient and reliable [1,2]. Nowadays, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) can be applied in many applications, such as natural resources investigation, targets tracking, unapproachable places monitoring and so forth. In these applications, the information is collected and transferred by the sensor nodes. Various applications request these sensor nodes’ location information. Moreover, the location information is also indispensable in geographic routing protocols and clustering [3,4]. All these mentioned above make localization algorithms become one of the most important issues in WSNs researches. Thus, locations of sensor nodes are important for operations in WSNs. Localization in WSNs has been intensively studied in recent years, with most of these studies relying on the condition that only a small proportion of sensor nodes, called anchor nodes, know their exact positions through GPS devices or manual configuration [5–7]. Other sensor nodes estimate their distances to anchor nodes and calculate positions with multi-lateration techniques. These methods provide satisfactory level of accuracy with a small proportion of anchor nodes in WSNs [8,9].

The sensor nodes are randomly deployed in inaccessible terrain by the vehicle robots or aircrafts to be used in many promising applications, such as health surveillance, battle field surveillance, environmental monitoring, coverage, routing, location service, target tracking, and rescue [10]. The Global Positioning System (GPS) or the standalone cellular systems are the most promising
and accurate positioning technologies. Although they are widely accessible, the limitation of high cost and energy consuming of GPS system makes it impractical to install in every sensor node where the lifetime of a sensor node is very crucial. On the other hand, the cellular signals are interrupted in scenarios with deep shadowing effects [11]. In order to reduce the energy consumption and cost, only a few number of nodes which are called anchor or beacon nodes, contain the GPS modules. The other nodes could obtain their position information through localization method. Wireless sensor network is composed of a large number of inexpensive nodes that are densely deployed in a region of interests to measure certain phenomenon. The primary objective is to determine the location of the sensor node. Node self-localization can be classified into two categories: range based localization and range free localization. The former method uses the measured distance/angle to estimate the location. In addition, the latter method uses the connectivity or pattern matching method to estimate the location.

Various localization algorithms and methodologies have been proposed to deal with different problems in different applications. A combination of different range based techniques called hybrid positioning is a well known approach for localization that exhibits sufficient accuracy and coverage [12]. On the other hand, the localization algorithms based on hop distance and hop count based information between anchor nodes and sensor nodes are commonly known in the literature as connectivity-based or range-free algorithms. Depending on the process used to estimate the distances between the intermediate nodes, range-free algorithms may fall into two categories: heuristic, and analytical [13–33]. Also, range free localization algorithms are categorized based on the deployment scenarios. The categorization has been divided into four groups: (1) static sensor nodes and static anchor nodes [34,35]; (2) static sensor nodes and mobile anchor nodes [36,37]; (3) mobile sensor nodes and static anchor nodes [38,39]; and (4) mobile sensor nodes and mobile anchor nodes [40,41].

Although there are many localization techniques available to solve positioning problems in the WSNs, there are practical limits on the combination of these techniques as well as on the minimal number of anchor nodes that can be deployed in such scenarios. For example, in many situations, only one or two anchor nodes are able to communicate with the sensor nodes that need to be localized. Hence, new positioning techniques based on hybrid data fusion and/or heterogeneous access are proposed and analyzed [42].

In this paper, we present a detailed survey on recent localization techniques and concepts with their fundamental limits, challenges and applications. Although literature survey on localization techniques are available in [8,43–48], only a few papers exist that focus on range free localization techniques [49] without focusing on recent advanced techniques and applications. Thus, the survey in [45] is outdated, whereas [43] focuses only on ultrasonic positioning systems. The work in [8] describes relatively recent localization techniques but focuses only on the indoor localization techniques and briefly discusses about range free localization. The works of [46,47] review different technologies, such as Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), used for indoor positioning. However, they do not discuss positioning neither from the perspective of energy efficiency nor from the requirement in recent applications, such as ambient assisted and health living applications. The survey in [48] provides notable categorization of various fingerprint-based outdoor positioning techniques, discussing how each method works. So, we intend to present a survey focused specially on range free techniques. Moreover, the rapid growth of various localization approaches in this field and the need for a complete and up-to-date survey of the techniques, applications and future trends, provide the motivation for this survey paper.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Basic distance measurement techniques for localization in WSNs are described briefly in Section 2 with their common pitfalls and challenges. Different localization algorithms and their comparative analysis are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 describes various localization based applications. Section 5 presents various evaluation criteria for localization. Then we present perspective and challenges in range free localization algorithms in section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Basic Measurement Techniques for Localization in WSNs

The localization algorithms for WSNs depend on various measurement techniques. There are many factors that affect the accuracy of the localization algorithms and consequently, the choice of the localization algorithms to be used in various applications. For example, network architecture, sensor density in an area, number of anchor nodes, geometric shape of the measurement area, sensor time synchronization, and the signaling bandwidth among the sensors are the key factors to be taken into account while designing a localization algorithm. However, it is the type of measurement and the corresponding precision that fundamentally determines the accuracy of localization algorithm.

Measurement techniques in WSNs localization can be broadly classified into three categories [50]. Angle of Arrival (AOA) measurements, distance related measurements and the Radio Signal Strength (RSS) profiling techniques. Figure 1 shows the classification. In the subsequent discussion, we briefly discuss these techniques along with their limitations in different WSNs applications.

![Figure 1. Classification of measurement techniques for localization algorithm.](image)

2.1. Angle of Arrival (AOA) Measurements

The AOA measurement techniques are also known as the bearing measurements or the direction of arrival measurements. The AOA measurements can be obtained from two categories of techniques: one from the receiver antenna’s amplitude response and another from the receiver antenna’s phase response. These techniques calculate the angle at which the signal arrives from the anchor node to the unknown sensor nodes. Then, the region where the unknown sensor is located, is a line having a certain angle from the anchor node. In AOA measurement techniques, at least two anchor nodes are needed to calculate the position. The localization error could be large if there is a small error in measurement. The accuracy is depended on the directionality of the antenna and measurements are further complicated by the presence of shadowing and multipath effect of the measurement environment. A multipath component from the transmitted signal may appear as a signal coming from entirely different direction and consequently causes a very large error in measurement accuracy [50]. Thus, AOA technique is of limited interest in localization unless it is used with large antenna arrays [8]. As a result, for WSNs with tiny sensor nodes, this option is not energy efficient at all.

2.2. Distance Related Measurement

Distance related measurements can be further classified as propagation time measurements (one way, round trip and time difference of arrival (TDOA)), RSS based and connectivity based measurements.
2.2.1. Propagation Time Measurement

In one way propagation time measurement, the principle approach is to measure the difference between the sending time of the transmitting signal and the receiving time of the signal at the receiver. The distance between the transmitter and the receiver is then computed using this time difference and the propagation speed of the signal in the media. Time delay measurement is a relatively mature field. However, a major limitation in implementing the one way propagation time measurement is that, it requires the synchronization between the local time at the transmitter and the local time at the receiver. Any difference between the local times at the transmitter and the receiver will cause large error in estimating distance and consequently the position estimation error will be large. At the speed of light, a very small synchronization error of 1 ns will translate into a distance measurement error of 0.3 m [50]. The accurate synchronization requirement may add extra cost to the sensor nodes, by demanding a highly accurate clock or may add complexity to the sensor network by demanding a sophisticated synchronization algorithm. This disadvantage makes this option less attractive for WSNs localization.

Round trip propagation time measurement measures the difference between the times when a signal sent by a sensor node is returned from the second sensor node to the first sensor node. In this technique, there is no need for time synchronization, since the time difference is measured at the transmitting sensor node using the same local clock. The major source of error in this technique is the delay required in the second sensor node to handle the signal, process it and send back again. This internal delay is either known via a priori calibration or measured at the second sensor node and send back to the first sensor node where it is subtracted. In addition to the synchronization problem, both one way and round trip propagation time measurements are affected by noise, signal bandwidth, non line-of-sight and multipath environment. To overcome some of the limitations, Ultra Wide Band (UWB) signals have been used for accurate propagation time measurements [51]. UWB can achieve very high accuracy because its bandwidth is very large and therefore its pulse has a very short duration. This feature makes fine time resolution of UWB signals and therefore the separation of multipath signals possible.

Time difference of arrival measurement measures the difference between the arrival times of a transmitting signal at two separate receivers respectively, assuming the locations of the two receivers are known and they are perfectly synchronized. This technique requires three receivers to uniquely locate the transmitter location. The accuracy is affected by synchronization error and multipath. The accuracy improves when the distance between receivers are increased because this increases the difference between the times of arrival.

2.2.2. Received Signal Strength (RSS) Based Measurement

Received signal strength measurement estimates the distance between two sensor nodes from the received signal strength of the signal [52,53]. Most sensors have the capability to measure the RSS. The distance estimated from the RSS is a monotonically decreasing function. The relation is modeled by the following log-normal model:

\[ P_r(d)[dBm] = P_0(d_0)[dBm] - 10n_p \log_{10} \left( \frac{d}{d_0} \right) + X_\sigma \quad (1) \]

where \( P_0(d_0)[dBm] \) is a reference power in dB milliwatts at a reference distance \( d_0 \) from the transmitter, \( n_p \) is the path loss exponent that measures the rate at which the received signal strength decreases with the distance, \( X_\sigma \) is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with standard deviation \( \sigma \) and it accounts for the random effect caused by shadowing. Both \( n_p \) and \( \sigma \) are environment dependent. Given the model and the model parameters, which are known via a priori measurements, the distance between two sensor nodes can be obtained from the RSS measurements. Localization algorithm can then be applied to use this distance and estimate the position using multilateration technique.
Another interesting technique to measure distance between an optical transmitter and an optical receiver is the lighthouse approach [54]. In this approach, the distance is measured by estimating the time duration that the receiver dwells in the optical beam. The advantage is that the optical receiver is of small size and low cost. However, it requires line of sight between the transmitter and the receiver.

2.2.3. Connectivity Based

Connectivity based measurement is the simplest form of all the measurement techniques we have discussed so far. In this technique, a sensor is connected to another sensor if it is within the radio transmission radius of each other. Such measurement technique is treated as the binary measurement. In this technique, a sensor node is connected to another sensor node (binary 1) or not connected directly if it is outside the radio transmission range (binary 0). From one sensor to another sensor, the distance is thus represented as the hop count and various algorithms are applied to measure the average hop distance as accurately as possible [14]. This category of WSNs localization algorithm is popularly known as the range free localization algorithm.

2.3. RSS Profiling Measurement

RSS based measurement estimates the distance between sensor nodes as was discussed in the previous section. The localization algorithms then use this distance to calculate the position of the sensor nodes. However, the implementation of this kind of algorithm faces two major challenges: first, the wireless environments, especially the indoor wireless environments and the outdoor wireless environments with irregular objects inside the measurement area, make the distance estimation from RSS very difficult. In addition, second, the determination of model parameter is also a very difficult task. To overcome such difficulties, RSS profiling measurement techniques [55–58] that estimate sensor location from the map of RSS measurements are used to improve the accuracy.

The RSS profiling measurement works by first constructing a form of map of signal strength of anchor nodes at different locations of the measurement area. The map is obtained either offline via a priori measurements or online by deploying some sniffing devices [56] at some known locations. This kind of technique is mainly used for WLAN, but they would appear to be attractive for WSNs too [50].

In RSS profiling based localization systems, in addition to anchor nodes and unknown sensor nodes, a large number of sample points, e.g., sniffing devices [56] or reference points are distributed throughout the coverage area. At each sample point, the RSS signal strength is obtained from different anchor nodes, where \( n_{th} \) entry corresponds to the \( n_{th} \) anchor nodes. Obviously, different entries have different signal strength and many of them have zero values or near to zero values due to the large distance from the anchor nodes. The collection of all these points constitute the RSS map of the interested region and is a unique signature corresponding to the anchor locations and the wireless environment. The model is stored in a central location. The non anchor node estimates its position by referring to the RSS map. It calculates the signal strength of its current location and then match the position from the corresponding map whose signal strength is a closest match.

3. Localization Algorithms in WSNs

Based on the measurement of inter-sensor distance, localization algorithms in WSNs can be broadly classified into two categories: centralized and distributed [50]. In centralized localization technique, all the inter-sensor measured distances are sent to the central location where the positions of each and every sensor node are calculated. On the other hand, in distributed localization technique, the individual sensor nodes calculate their own position by utilizing the distance measurement from other anchor nodes. Major approaches for designing centralized algorithms are Multi Dimensional Scaling (MDS) [59], linear programming [60] and stochastic optimization algorithms [61,62]. Some well known distributed localization algorithms are DV-Hop [52], DV-Distance [14] and a number of other algorithms based on the above two algorithms [17,18,63].
Centralized and distributed localization algorithms are further subdivided into range based and range free algorithm. Moreover, fusing the information from different positioning systems with different physical principles can improve the accuracy and robustness of the overall system. This leads to the development of another category known as hybrid data fusion [8].

Range based localization technique utilizes the measurement techniques such as AOA, TOA, TDOA and RSSI as is discussed in the previous section to estimate the distance between sensor nodes and then calculates the position. Range based technique usually achieves high ranging accuracy but requires extra hardware and consumes more energy. In the following sub-section, we focus on range free localization and hybrid data fusion techniques.

3.1. Range Free Localization Algorithm

Range free localization technique, which is totally dependent on the contents of the received packet and is a much cheaper solution than many range based localization techniques [64] in WSNs. Range free schemes are simple, inexpensive and energy efficient where localization is performed using geometric interpretation, constraint minimization and resident area formation [65].

3.1.1. Hop Count Based

Almost all the range free localization techniques mainly use hop count based information to calculate the position. DV-Hop [52] and Centroid [36] are the pioneering approaches of this type. Centroid is designed for sensor nodes which have at least three neighbor anchor nodes. Assume that the sensor node \( N \) has three neighbor anchors \( A_1, A_2, A_3 \), whose coordinates are \( (x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2), \) and \( (x_3, y_3) \), and all nodes have equal communication range. The principle of Centroid is to regard the central point \( N_{centroid} \) of anchors as the estimated position. The position of \( N_{centroid} \), denoted as \( (x_{centroid}, y_{centroid}) \) could be calculated as:

\[
\begin{align*}
(x_{centroid}, y_{centroid}) &= \left( \frac{x_1 + x_2 + x_3}{3}, \frac{y_1 + y_2 + y_3}{3} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

Centroid has very low communication and computation cost, and can get relatively good accuracy when the distribution of anchors is regular. However, when the distribution of anchors is not even, the estimated position derived from the Centroid algorithm will be inaccurate. On the other hand, the hop count based method DV-Hop and hop-terrain [66] requires small number of anchors.

DV-Hop plays an essential role in many localization methods to give primal distance estimation from sensor nodes to anchor nodes. DV-Hop propagates distance estimation among anchor nodes represented by number of hops throughout a WSN. Anchor nodes can then estimate the average distance of each hop, with which each sensor node calculates its estimated distances to anchor nodes. By multilateration, the location is then calculated as follows:

Let \( (x, y) \) be the unknown node \( D \)'s location and \( (x_i, y_i) \) be the known location of the \( i \)'th anchor node receiver. Let’s say the \( i \)'th anchor node distance to unknown nodes are \( d_i \) and the total number of anchors deployed in the network is \( n \). Then, here is the following formula for calculating location in range free localization [63].

\[
\begin{align*}
\sqrt{(x-x_1)^2 + (y-y_1)^2} &= d_1 \\
\sqrt{(x-x_2)^2 + (y-y_2)^2} &= d_2 \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
\sqrt{(x-x_i)^2 + (y-y_i)^2} &= d_i
\end{align*}
\]

\[
A = -2 \times \begin{pmatrix} x_1 - x_n & y_1 - y_n \\
x_2 - x_n & y_2 - y_n \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
x_{n-1} - x_n & y_{n-1} - y_n \end{pmatrix}
\]
where, \( P \) (obstacle shape), Shang et al. [72] suggest using only four nearest anchors, assuming that the shortest paths to the nearest anchors may be less affected by irregularities, and this does produce good results.

The obtained average hop distance is locally improved by modifying the network average hop distance based on minimum mean square error criteria as \( \text{HopSize}^N_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} h_{ij} \times d_{ij}}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} h_{ij}} \). Where \( d_{ij} \) is the straight line distance between anchor nodes \( i \) and \( j \), \( h_{ij} \) is the hop segment number between anchor nodes \( i \) and \( j \). Another algorithm such as [68], it calculated the error \( e_{ij} \) as \( e_{ij} = d_{ij}^{est} - d_{ij}^{true} \), where \( d_{ij}^{est} \) is the estimated distance between anchor nodes \( i \) and \( j \), \( d_{ij}^{true} \) is the Euclidean distance between anchors \( i \) and \( j \). Then finally adjusting the average hop distance by \( \text{HopSize}^{ef}_{ij} = \text{HopSize}^N_i - \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} e_{ij} \times h_{ij}}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} h_{ij}} \), where \( m \) is the closest anchor node to anchor node \( i \) and \( \text{HopSize}^N_i \) is calculated as \( \text{HopSize}^N_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \sqrt{(x_j-x_i)^2+(y_j-y_i)^2} \times h_{ij}}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} h_{ij}} \), where \((x_j,y_j)\) are the coordinates of anchor nodes \( i \) and \( j \) and \( h_{ij} \) is the number of hops between anchors \( i \) and \( j \). The algorithms [67,68], made improvements on distance estimation and consequently the accuracy of the DV-Hop algorithm.

**Improvement based on node information and nearest anchors:** There are still some disadvantages in the improved algorithms that are based on the average hop distance, such as no obvious improvement on localization accuracy, especially when the transmission route is not straight but detoured. These approaches are accurate insofar only when the topology is isotropic, i.e., shortest paths between anchors and sensors approximate to their Euclidean distances. However, there may be large errors in the distance estimates if the topology is not isotropic or contains a hole (aka anisotropic environment) [71]. Therefore, some modified methods were proposed using the anchor node information and the relationship between anchor node and sensor node or topological structure information to improve the DV-Hop localization method. In order to alleviate the influence of holes (obstacle shape), Shang et al. [72] suggest using only four nearest anchors, assuming that the shortest paths to the nearest anchors may be less affected by irregularities, and this does produce good results in some cases but with a drawback of the possibility to falsely discard some good anchors which can improve the localization accuracy.

### 3.1.2. Analytical Geometry Based

Most popular alternatives suitable for range free localization algorithms are based on analytical algorithms [7,9,29,33] which evaluate theoretically the average hop distance of the network using the statistical characteristics of the network deployment. The obtained average hop distance is locally computable at each sensor node and likewise other range free method, it has to be broadcasted to other sensor nodes.

To cope with the problem of anisotropy in a network, pattern driven localization scheme [29] is proposed. For anisotropic environment, this paper devised two methods to calculate the estimated distance between anchors and sensors based on whether the anchor is slightly detoured or strongly
detoured from normal sensor nodes. For slightly detoured anchors, it utilizes the information from the nearest anchors (namely reference station) and this reference station must be within three or four hops away from normal sensor nodes. Which means that, the anchors distribution density must be very high. It devised one method to discard the strongly detoured anchors. However, no indication of how many anchors fall in the strongly detoured category because it may be impossible to accurately determine which anchors are slightly detoured and which are moderately or strongly detoured. The author in [7,9] deals with this problem by calculating the angle of the detoured path between anchor and sensor nodes. Another analytical algorithm [33] argues that average hop distance and number of hops between anchor and sensor nodes are not sufficient to calculate accurate position of the sensor nodes. It also depends on number of forwarding nodes (which forward any data between two nodes). By utilizing this information along with other information, the author in [33] showed that further accuracy can be achieved.

3.1.3. Mobile Anchor Based

In this technique, a mobile anchor with GPS capability moves into a sensing area and periodically broadcasts its current geometric coordinates. The other sensor nodes collect the location coordinates of the mobile anchor node. Later, the sensor nodes choose three non-collinear coordinate points of the mobile anchor node and apply different mechanisms to estimate position. Based on this principle, several localization algorithms are devised [30,73–76].

The author in [73] proposed a geometric conjecture (perpendicular bisector of the chord of a virtual circle) based range free localization algorithm, where a mobile anchor traverses a sensing area and periodically broadcasts its current location coordinates. The neighboring sensor nodes keep track of entering and departing anchor coordinate points to construct a chord on its communication range. The sensor node repeats this process until it gets at least three coordinate points from the moving anchor node on its communication range. The line segments between these three selected coordinate points create two chords on its communication range. Later, the perpendicular bisector of the two chords gives the position estimates of the sensor nodes. To further improve the localization accuracy, the author in [74] proposed a geometric constraint based localization scheme. In this scheme, the selection process of the three anchor coordinate points on the communication range of the sensor node remains the same as in [73]. Initially, the intersection of the selected two anchor coordinate points determine the constraint area of the sensor node. This process is repeated with another two intersected points to further narrow down the constraint area of the sensor node. Finally, the average of all the intersection points give the position estimates of the sensor node.

Another approach [75] proposed a constraint area based localization using mobile anchor. In this approach, the specific type of moving anchor’s trajectories create a specific type of constraint areas for the sensor node. To identify the potential location of the sensor node within different constraint areas, a number of intersections are created within different constraint areas until the final arrival of the coordinate points before the final departure of the anchor node. Each intersection further narrow downs the potential location of the sensor node within the overlapping constraint areas. However, the scheme shows high localization error when random waypoint mobility model is used for the moving anchor node. Also the scheme is computationally expensive due to multiple intersection computation. Another approach [76] proposed a curve fitting method along with a mobile anchor node to calculate the location of the sensor node. In this approach, the arrival and departed coordinate points of the moving anchor nodes are recorded and this is repeated as many times as the moving anchor re-enters the communication region of the sensor node. The localization begins through fitting a curve on the few selected coordinate points on communication range and iteratively refined through Gauss-Newton method. The center coordinates of the fitted curve define the position of the sensor node. Another mobile anchor based localization is proposed in [30], where the localization begins with approximation of the geometric arc parameters. The approximated arc parameters are used to generate the chord on the virtual circle. Later, the perpendicular bisector of the chords along with the
approximated radius are used to estimate the position of the sensor node. The accuracy is improved for boundary nodes too.

Although several techniques are devised so far, a common pitfall to all mobile anchor based localization schemes arise when considering the longer periodic interval of the message send by the anchor node and the irregular radio propagation pattern.

3.2. Hybrid Data Fusion

Hybrid data fusion is based on the principle of fusing the information from different positioning systems with different physical measurement techniques in order to achieve higher accuracy as compared to other stand-alone localization techniques. Recently, research work has been focusing on two main approaches in hybrid data fusion: centralized and distributed. Iterative positioning [77–79] and cooperative link selection [80,81] are used with the distributed approach. In iterative multilateration, once the position is estimated for unknown nodes, this node is used as the anchor node for other unknown sensor nodes. Multiple iterations are needed to complete the localization process.

Another interesting work [82] utilizes the technique of combining angle based localization, map filtering, and pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) where absolute position estimates are provided by the angle based localization techniques. Pedestrian dead reckoning provides accurate length and shape of the traversed route. Thus, the estimates obtained from angle based localization techniques and the PDR movement are merged together with a vector map built in a particle filter is used as the fusion filter. Hence, merging different information from different positioning techniques lead to higher positioning accuracy.

Hybrid data fusion is also used for the purpose of pedestrian tracking [83]. Usually, this hybrid technique merges inertial measurement and RSS information via a Kalman filter. Classic hybrid methods [84,85] were based on fingerprinting RSS method or map based method. On the other hand, another method [83] uses a channel modeling technique, where a propagation channel model gives a direct relation between the distance of two nodes and the RSS. Then, triangulation or multilateration is utilized to estimate the node position from a set of distances to some known anchor nodes. This approach has minimal calibration cost. Additionally, fusion between inertial measurements and channel based localization provides higher accuracy as compared to fingerprinting based methods.

Another hybrid data fusion system is achieved by merging the information from WLAN with the build-in camera on a smartphone for position estimation [86]. This approach utilizes visual markers pre-installed on the floor for the position correction. Visual information is combined also with the radio data to track a person wearing a tag using a mobile robot in indoor environments [87]. The author in [88] presented a method to integrate range-based sensors and ID sensors (i.e., infrared or ultrasound badge sensors) using a particle filter to track people in a networked sensor environment. As a result, their approach is able to track people and determine their identities owing to the advantages of both sensors.

Another method is based on the fusion of video and compass data acquired by the anchor node [89]. This method calculates the anchor node location by using a digital compass (magnetometer), an image taken by a video camera and the exact location data for some geographically-located referential objects (e.g., solitary trees, electricity transmission towers, furnace chimneys, etc.) situated in the deployment area. This method, due to the low price of digital compasses, is particularly suitable for video-based or multimedia-based WSNs, where the nodes already equipped with digital compasses may simply become anchor nodes or anytime the GPS receiver is not considered to be an appropriate solution. The author in [90] developed a hybrid localization system in WSNs, which is composed of coarse-grained localization system and fine-grained localization system. The coarse-grained localization system takes the wireless signal strength as the reference for distance and gets the rough region as the unknown node. The fine-grained localization system is in charge of location refinement that takes image to localize the unknown node with camera sensor nodes.
Hence, different kinds of information fusion lead to an improvement in the positioning accuracy, usually at the cost of additional complexity. For instance, data fusion occurs also with different types of RF sensors to improve the localization accuracy since different positioning systems may complement each other [91].

3.3. Comparative Performance of Centralized and Distributed Localization Algorithms

Centralized and distributed algorithms can be compared from several perspectives including, location estimation accuracy, implementation and computational complexity, and energy efficiency [50].

Distributed localization algorithms as compared to the centralized algorithms are considered to be more computationally efficient and can be easily implemented in a large scale WSN. However, in certain network types, where centralized information collection architecture already exists, such as health monitoring, precision agriculture monitoring, environment monitoring, road traffic control network etc., the measurement data from individual sensor node needs to be collected and processed centrally. In such a network, the individual sensor nodes have limited processing capability for saving energy; the localization related data can be piggybacked with other monitoring data and send back to the central processing node. Therefore, a centralized processing algorithm is more convenient in such situations than distributed algorithm with existing centralized architecture.

While considering the estimation accuracy of localization algorithms, centralized algorithms provide more accurate estimation results than distributed algorithms. One of the key reason behind this is that, centralized algorithms have global view of the network. However, centralized algorithms suffer from scalability problems and are not suitable at all for large scale sensor network. Other drawbacks of centralized algorithms as compared to distributed algorithms are their higher computational complexities, unreliability due to the inaccurate accumulated information (loss of information may occur over multihop) collected from multihop sensor nodes to the central node in WSNs.

On the other hand, while considering design complexity, distributed algorithms are more difficult to design than centralized algorithms, due to the complexity of local behavior and global behavior. That is, a distributed algorithm which works locally optimal may not behave equally optimal globally and is an open research problem. Error in distance estimation between sensor nodes propagated to other nodes which further deteriorate the estimation accuracy of the distributed algorithm. Moreover, distributed algorithms require a number of iterations to arrive at a stable solution. This may take longer time for a localization algorithm than the acceptable in some applications.

From the perspective of the energy consumption, the energy needed for specific type of operation (processing, transmitting, and receiving) in the specific hardware and the setting of the transmission range needs to be considered in centralized and distributed algorithms. Depending on the setting, it is seen that the energy required to transmit a single bit could be used to process 1000–2000 instructions [92]. Centralized algorithms require each sensor to send the localization related information over multihop to the central node whereas distributed algorithms require only local exchange of information within single hop (between neighboring nodes). However, in distributed algorithms, many such information exchanges (iterations) are required among sensor nodes to arrive at a stable solution. A comparative research about the energy efficiency of centralized and distributed algorithms are presented in [93], where the author concluded that in distributed algorithms, the number of iterations needed to arrive at a stable solution do not exceed the number of hops to the central processor, then distributed algorithms are more energy efficient as compared to the centralized algorithms.

It is worth noting that the differences between centralized and distributed algorithms are sometimes ambiguous. Any distributed algorithms can be applied to centralized manner. In addition, distributed versions of centralized algorithms can also be designed for certain applications. A typical way of designing distributed versions of centralized algorithms would be to divide the total network area into small areas, where in each area the centralized algorithms will be applied and then collecting the areas final result through the overlapping sensor nodes from each area and stitching
these sensor nodes to obtain a global map \cite{59,94,95}. Such algorithms may offer optimal tradeoff between the merits and demerits of centralized and distributed algorithms.

4. Localization Based Applications

Positioning and navigation for mobile devices is a booming market with expected size of 4 billion dollar in 2018 \cite{8}. A reliable, user friendly, and accurate position information in navigation for mobile user might open the door for many promising applications and the creation of new business opportunities. It is thus considered to be a cornerstone in realization of Internet of Things (IoT) vision.

**Location based services:** Location based services provide spatial information to the end users through wireless networks and/or the Internet. Applications that provide location based services can offer the context and the connectivity needed to dynamically associate the position of a user to context sensitive information about current environments. Location based services send data by knowing the geographical location accessed by a mobile user. Thus, this service is very essential both in indoor and outdoor environment. For example, indoor applications with location based services can provide safety information, up to date cinemas, events or concerts in the vicinity. Moreover, application of this type include navigation application to direct the user to the place of interest. Location based services are also used for advertisement, billing, and for personal navigation to guide guests of trade-shows to the targeted booth. Also, it can be used in the bus or train stations to guide the passengers to the desired platform.

**Ambient assisted living (AAL) and health applications:** Indoor localization is one of the most important constituent for the AAL tools. AAL tools are advanced tools performing human-machine interactions. AAL tools aim to enhance the health status of the older adults by making them able to control their health conditions \cite{96}. Such applications are used to track and monitor the elderly people. Some of the indoor localization systems based on the AAL applications are “Smart Floor Technology” to detect the presence of people and the “Passive Infrared Sensors” to notice the motion of people \cite{97}.

Other applications are based on ultra wide band (UWB) technology \cite{98}. For example, orthopedic computer-aided surgery as well as its integration with smart surgical tools such as wireless probe for real-time bone morphing is implemented. UWB positioning system is proven to achieve a real time 3D dynamic accuracy of 5.24 mm–6.37 mm. Hence, this dynamic accuracy implies the potential for millimeter accuracy. This accuracy satisfies the requirement of 1 mm–2 mm 3D accuracy for orthopedic surgical navigation systems.

**Robotics:** Robotics is one of the main applications of localizations. Many researches and developments are conducted for implementing multi-robot system applications. The movement of robots in large indoor environments, where cooperation between them is required is a critical application of localization. For example, cooperation between robot teams enhances the mission outcomes in applications such as surveillance, unknown zone explorations, guiding or connectivity maintenance \cite{8}. Ubiquitous Networking Robotics in Urban Settings (URUS) project \cite{99} is an excellent example of using localization for evacuation in case of emergency, where the robots lead the people to the evacuation area. Moreover, obstacle avoidance and dynamic and kinematic constraints are considered in robotics to achieve complete navigation system \cite{100}.

**Cellular Networks:** Location information can be used to address many challenges in cellular networks \cite{101}. The accuracy of location estimation is gradually improved in several generations of cellular networks. For example, the accuracy is improved from hundreds to tens of meters using cell-ID localization technique in second generation cellular networks. In third generation, the accuracy is improved based on timing via synchronization signal and in fourth generation, a reference signal dedicated for localization purpose is used. As well, localization technologies can be used by numerous devices in the future fifth generation cellular system to attain an accuracy of location estimation in the range of centimeter. Basically, in fifth generation cellular networks, it is expected to use precise localization information through all layers of the communication protocol stack \cite{102}. This is due to the prediction of most of the fifth generation cellular user terminals in their mobility patterns knowing
that these terminals will be either associated with fixed or controllable units or people [8]. Last but not least, localization is also required for several jobs in cyber-physical systems, like smart transportation systems and robotics in fifth generation cellular system [103,104].

5. Evaluation Criteria for Localization

Evaluating the performance of the localization algorithm is important for researchers, either to validate a new algorithm against the previous state of the art or choosing a localization algorithm that best fit the requirements of the corresponding application scenario. Since different applications will have different needs, it is important for the researcher to decide what performance criteria or evaluation metrics the localization algorithm are to be compared against other algorithms that fits different applications need. A broader set of evaluation criteria are useful both for the developers and the users of the localization algorithms in order to deeply understand the application needs. Examples of the evaluation metrics are localization accuracy, cost, coverage, robustness, scalability, topology etc. These criteria reflect the constraints such as computational complexity and limitations, power consumption, unit cost and network scalability. Some evaluation criteria are binary in nature, such as some algorithms either have some property or they dont have, e.g., anchor based or anchor free; range based or range free; self configuring or not; etc. Binary criteria can be used by researchers to narrow down the comparative evaluation of an algorithm against others. For example, one can narrow down the comparative evaluation by designing self configuring and range free localization algorithm by immediately limiting the number of comparison against range based solutions.

5.1. Accuracy

Accuracy is defined as how well the position estimated by the localization algorithm matches the known, ground truth positions. A good localization algorithm should provide the match as closely as possible. However, positional accuracy is not the only over-riding goal of a good localization algorithm. This is largely application dependent. Different applications will have different requirements on the resolution of the positional accuracy. The granularity of the required positional accuracy depends on the inter-node spacing. If the inter-node spacing is of the order of 100 m, then positional error of 1 m can be tolerable. However, if the inter-node spacing is of the order of 0.5 m, then 1 m error is highly unacceptable. It is also important to measure, how well a localization algorithm achieves good accuracies without a full set of input data. For example, some algorithms such as [105] assume measurements from every node to every other node for the localization algorithm to arrive at a stable estimation. This assumption is totally unrealistic given the realities of deployment environments.

Evaluation should show how the algorithms performance is affected by measurement noise, bias or uncorrelated error in the input data. It should also determine the number of sensor nodes that can actually be localized. Errors in measurement data is important for those algorithms that is designed to work for 2D and assume to work for 3D also. Because in 3D environment, measurement noise can result in flips and reflections of the estimated coordinates of the sensor nodes [106].

The simplest way to calculate accuracy is to determine the residual error between estimated positions and the actual positions for every sensor nodes in the network, sum them and average the result. This is known as mean absolute error [107] and is defined as

$$E_{mae} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sqrt{(x_i - \hat{x}_i)^2 + (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2 + (z_i - \hat{z}_i)^2}}{n}$$

where, \((x_i, y_i, z_i)\) are actual coordinates and \((\hat{x}_i, \hat{y}_i, \hat{z}_i)\) are estimated coordinates of the sensor node. The total number of sensor nodes in the network is \(n\).

The mean average error has the similarity to the root mean square (rms) error, which is defined as

$$E_{rms} = \max_{i=1...n} \sqrt{(x_i - \hat{x}_i)^2 + (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2 + (z_i - \hat{z}_i)^2}$$
It is also important for the accuracy metric to reflect not only the positional error in terms of the distance, but also in terms of the geometry of the network. If only average node position error is used, then there is a huge difference in the correctness of the relative geometry of the network estimated by the localization algorithm and the relative geometry of the actual network. This problem was identified by [108] and is addressed by defining the following metric known as global energy ratio.

\[
GER = \frac{1}{n(n-1)/2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=i+1}^{n} \left( \frac{\hat{d}_{ij} - d_{ij}}{d_{ij}} \right)^2}
\] (8)

The distance error between the estimated distance (\(\hat{d}_{ij}\)) and the known distance (\(d_{ij}\)) is normalized by the known distance (\(d_{ij}\)), making the error a percentage of the known distance.

The GER metric does not reflect the rms error [109] and is addressed by defining an accuracy metric that better reflects the rms error called global distance error (GDE).

\[
GDE = \frac{1}{R} \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=i+1}^{n} \left( \frac{\hat{d}_{ij} - d_{ij}}{d_{ij}} \right)^2}{n(n-1)/2}}
\] (9)

where, \(R\) represents the average radio range of a sensor node. The GDE calculates the localization error represented as a percentage of the average distance nodes can communicate over.

5.2. Cost

Cost is defined as how expensive the algorithm is in terms of power consumption, communication overhead, pre-deployment setup (i.e., how many anchor nodes are needed), time taken to localize a sensor node, etc. An algorithm which can minimize several cost constraints is likely to be desirable if maximizing network lifetime is the primary goal. However, cost is an important tradeoff against accuracy and is often motivated by realistic applications requirement. For example, an algorithm may focuses on minimizing communication overhead and complex processing to save power, quick convergence etc., but at the cost of the overall accuracy. Some of the common metrics are described below:

**Anchor to Node Ratio:** Minimizing the number of anchors is desirable from the equipment cost or deployment point of view. For example, using too many anchor nodes in the network that estimate their positions by global positioning system must be equipped with a GPS device, which is both power hungry and expensive; thus limiting the overall network lifetime. Similarly, predefined anchor positions are difficult to implement if placement of the nodes (including the anchor nodes) are carried out by a vehicle (e.g., from airplane). The anchor to node ratio is defined as the total number of anchor nodes divided by the total number of nodes in the network. This ratio is very important for the design of a localization algorithm. This metric is useful to calculate the trade-off between localization accuracy, the percentage of the nodes that can be localized against the deployment cost. For example, increasing the number of anchor nodes will lead to high accuracy as well as the percentage of the nodes that can be localized. On the other hand, the deployment cost will increase. A good localization algorithm must investigate the minimum number of anchor nodes that is needed for desired accuracy of the application.

**Communication Overhead:** Since radio communication is considered to be the most power consuming process relative to the overall power consumption of a wireless sensor node, minimizing communication overhead is a paramount in increasing the overall network lifetime. This metric is evaluated with respect to the scaling of the network, i.e., how much do the communication overhead increase as the network increases in size?

**Algorithm Complexity:** Algorithmic complexity can be described as the standard notions (big O notation) of computational complexity in time and space. That is how long a localization
algorithm runs before estimating the positions of all the nodes in the network and how much memory
(storage) is needed for such calculations. For example, as a network increase in size, the localization
algorithm with $O(n^3)$ complexity is going to take longer time to converge than an algorithm whose
complexity is $O(n^2)$. The same is true for space complexity.

Convergence Time: Convergence time is defined as the time taken from gathering localization
related data to calculating the position estimates of all the nodes in the network. This metric is
evaluated against the network size. That is, how long it takes for a localization algorithm to converge
as the network increases in size. This metric is also important for some applications with fixed number
of nodes in the network. For example, tracking of a moving target requires fast convergence. So, even if
any particular localization algorithm that gives very accurate position estimates but takes long time
is useless in this scenario. Similarly, if one or more nodes are mobile in a network, the time taken to
update positions may not reflect the current physical state of the network if the algorithm is slow.

5.3. Coverage

Coverage is simply a measure of the percentage of the nodes deployed in the network that can
be localized, regardless of the localization accuracy. Some localization algorithms may not be able to
localize all the nodes in the network. This depends on the density of the nodes as well as the placement
of the anchor nodes in the network. In evaluating coverage performance of localization algorithms,
one must try various scenarios/strategies of anchor placements as well as various node densities.
One can evaluate how the localization accuracy varies as the number of anchor nodes, placement of
anchor nodes or neighbor per nodes varies. There is a saturation point, after which no additional
gains in accuracy can be achieved. However, in attempting to minimize the number of anchor
nodes or remove them entirely, a localization algorithm may compromise its accuracy and simplicity.

Anchor free localization algorithms are frequently centralized and framed as non-linear optimization
problem [110]. These approaches may not be feasible to implement in a resource constraint nodes due
to computational complexity.

Density: If the density of the node deployment is low, it may be impossible to localize many
nodes for a localization algorithm with random topology due to the connectivity problem [111].
Localization algorithm focusing on denser network should also take care of radio traffic, number
of packet collisions, and energy consumption of the nodes as these factors will also increase as the
number of nodes increase in the network.

Anchor Placement: Position of anchor nodes may have a significant impact on the calculation of
the localization accuracy. Localization algorithms assumption of uniform grid or predefined placement
of anchor nodes gives them high accuracy but failed to reflect the real world situation. Thus, this
assumption is unrealistic for any localization algorithms since they do not take into account the
environmental factors such as obstacles (that affect the anchor placement), terrain, signal propagation
conditions etc. The geometry of the anchor nodes with respect to the unlocalized sensor nodes can
have a varying effect on the calculation of the position estimates [9].

5.4. Topologies

Defining real node deployment topologies in simulations can play an important role
when comparing the performance of localization algorithms. Different topologies such as
uniform grid, C-shape, S-shape, O-shape topologies have significant effect on localization accuracy.
Sensor network topologies can be divided mainly into two categories: even and random. In even
topologies, sensor and anchor nodes are placed over the network area in an exact grid. On the other
hand, in random topologies, sensor and anchor nodes are placed uniformly and randomly over the
network area. Figure 2 shows node deployment in a random topology in an area of $10 \, \text{m} \times 10 \, \text{m}$
with sensor density 8. Between these two topologies, random topology better reflects the real world
deployment scenarios. This is because, in reality, sensor nodes are placed in areas where manual
placement is restricted (in forest) or totally impossible (inside volcano). In such cases, sensor nodes are
usually scattered in the deployment area from an airplane. So uniform deployment is not guaranteed. For these reasons, random topologies are popular among researchers for evaluating the localization algorithm in simulation and comparison with other state of the arts.

Figure 2. Random uniform topology.

Topologies can be further subdivided into regular and irregular topologies according to the placement strategies of sensor nodes as well as the shape of the obstacles inside the network area.

**Regular Topology:** In regular topology, nodes are placed uniformly over an area as a grid or randomly. In such deployment strategy, the average node density becomes consistent over each part of the distributed area. Many well known multihop localization algorithms [14] estimate the shortest path distance (number of hops multiplied by the average hop distance) between sensor nodes by utilizing this advantage of deployment strategy and derive the actual Euclidean distance from this to estimate the position of the sensor nodes. This gives very accurate position estimates or at least a bounded value. However, this assumption of regular topologies does not reflect the real world condition due to various factors that restrict the deployment of sensor nodes and thus is not effective at all.

**Irregular Topology:** In irregular topology, the estimated distance between nodes greatly deviates from the actual Euclidean distance due to the presence of obstacles or other objects inside the network area. Node density in an individual region may greatly deviate from the average node density of the whole region. Depending on obstacle size and shape inside the network area, the shape of the irregular topologies can be C-shaped, S-shaped, L-shaped, O-shaped etc. as can be seen from the Figures 3 and 4 and represent irregular deployment configurations that many applications may find themselves constraint by. Therefore, such topologies are generally useful to compare and stress the various attributes of localization algorithms to prove themselves robust. Note that, in Figures 3 and 4, two nodes can be connected via a detoured path around the obstacles and because of this the difference between the estimated hop distance and the actual Euclidean distance is large. Therefore, individual error in localization algorithms may accumulate, resulting in large localization error in the overall network. Obviously, a localization algorithm that generates accurate results in such topologies are considered to be more robust and useful in many real world applications.
6. Open Challenges for Future Study

In this section, we summarize different perspectives and challenges in localization that need to be addressed. The challenges may be quite different in different potential applications. The scale of the network in these applications may be small or large and the environment may be different. Traditional localization methods are not suitable for different applications with different environmental challenges. Following are some challenges that need to be solved:

Combining different non-radio frequency techniques: Use of different non-radio technologies such as visual sensors can compensate for the errors that exist in current localization algorithms. The improved accuracy can be achieved by the additional installation of the costly equipment. Therefore, investigating the cost-effective solution will be a promising future direction for research.

Integration of different solution: Different wireless sensors can be used for the purpose of localization. Different sensor’s physical measurement principles are different. Therefore, integrating measurement techniques from different sensors can improve the overall system positioning accuracy.

Scalability: A scalable localization system means, it performs equally well when its scope gets larger. A localization system may usually require scaling on two dimensions: geographical scaling and sensor density scaling. Geographical scaling means increasing the network area size. On the other hand sensor density scaling means increasing the number of sensors in unit area. Increasing the sensor density posses several challenges in localization. One such challenge is the loss of information due to wireless signal collision. Thus, locating sensors in dense environment should consider such collision while computing position information. A third metric in scaling is system dimension.
Most of the localization algorithm is designed for 2D system. However, recent recommendations (e.g., FCC recommendations) require localization in 3D environment. Because in 3D environment, measurement noise can result in flips and reflections of the estimated coordinates of the sensor nodes. Thus a localization algorithm works well in 2D may not work perfectly in 3D.

**Computational complexity:** Localization algorithms have complexity in terms of software and hardware. Computational complexity means software complexity. That is, how fast a localization algorithm can compute the position information of a sensor node. This is a very critical factor when the computation is done in a distributed way. Because, the energy is spent for computation and for a short battery life sensors, it is highly desirable to have less computational complexity localization algorithm. Additionally, representing various localization algorithms computational complexity analytically is a really difficult task for the researcher to be addressed in future.

**Accuracy vs. cost effectiveness:** Different localization system has different positioning accuracy and is dependent on which measurement techniques are used for distance estimation. In range free localization techniques, the accuracy depends on the number of anchor nodes (preinstalled with GPS device) in the network area. Obviously increasing the number of anchor node will increase the accuracy as well as the cost of the overall system. Thus, how to achieve high accuracy with minimum number of anchor nodes is an open research problem.

7. Conclusions

Localization in WSNs is a fundamental task, where location information can be used for target tracking, location based application, data tagging etc. Traditional range free localization algorithms and protocols in WSNs do not meet the requirement of many applications, where adverse environment and channel conditions call for novel techniques. Recently, a large number of localization techniques have been proposed to meet the requirements to a certain extent. Therefore, in this paper, we have provided a comprehensive survey of various range free localization algorithms, measurement techniques, and evaluation criteria for localization.

We first group the localization algorithms based on the measurement techniques. Then, we further classified the localization techniques into two broad categories: centralized and distributed. Most of the applications in WSNs demand distributed localization method as they are more convenient for online monitoring than centralized system. Centralized and distributed localization system is further subdivided into range based and range free method. Range based methods are more accurate than range free methods. However, accuracy in range based methods are obtained with the cost of additional hardware, which in turn consumes more energy and in many applications is not suitable at all. Thus, range free methods are more desirable in many applications in WSNs. However, obtaining higher accuracy in adverse channel conditions and environments with different obstacles remains a future challenge for range free localization methods. Moreover, to improve the accuracy and robustness of the overall system, fusing the information from different positioning systems with different physical principles lead to the development of hybrid data fusion category.

Furthermore, we have provided a key inside of the challenges for future study. We have highlighted the metric in localization that needs to be addressed to meet the various requirements of various applications in order to get optimal localization accuracy.
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